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Teachers teach in spite of tough times
By Jordan Alexis
@jaa951

Whether it is elementary school, middle
school, high school or college the definition of a teacher is a person who passes on
information or skills.
An estimated 3.1 million people in the
U.S. work in this profession, according to
the National Center of Education Statistics.
UCLA basketball coach John Wooden
once said, “I think the teaching profession
contributes more to the future of our society than any other single profession.”
Year after year, we entrust these men and
women to instruct children around the
country and educate them not only in areas like math and science, but life as well.
At SJSU, there were more than 1,600 faculty employed last Spring, according to the
faculty information page on the SJSU official website.
With recent salary struggles and the
threat of a strike looming, teachers are now
dealing with the struggle of not only fighting to increase their pay, but still coming
to the classroom every day and educating
students in the midst of it.
Around 51 percent of faculty are adjunct
or are on part-time contingent contracts
and 31 percent of adjuncts live near or below poverty levels, according to the Campaign for Higher Education.
An adjunct professor is someone who
has the same qualifications as full-time
faculty, but are contracted to work for a
university with no expectation of benefits
once the course is completed.
“I’m also inspired by the dedication of
our adjunct faculty and lecturers, who
continue to be committed to working with
our students despite challenging work
conditions and low pay,” said Edith Kinney, an associate professor in the justice
studies department.
SJSU currently employs a little under
1,000 part-time/temporary professors.
Mitra Rokni, a sociology professor at
SJSU, said the money issues professors face
are much like the tuition problems students are facing.
“The downward pressure on faculty income and work security is intimately entangled with the concomitant pressure on
the student body with the ever increasing

cost of tuition,” Rokni said.
Despite these difficulties, teachers continue to try their best to send students into
the world prepared, knowing that they
once found inspiration from the teachers
before them.
“What inspired me was the fact I still kept
in touch with my professors that inspired
me at Chico State,” said Vernon Andrews,
a kinesiology professor at SJSU. “And I realized they had a major influence on me in
how they taught and what they taught.”
He said he tries to carry many of the
same traits he saw in those professors into
his own teaching. Open communication,
asking students questions and an engaging dialogue aim to encourage students to
see themselves in a bigger light than they
did before.
“I came from Oakland and I didn’t see
myself as a big anything,” Andrews said.
“But my teacher instilled in me that I
should write, I should speak, I should keep
striving to improve and do my best.”
Andrews enjoys teaching, but it does
come with it difficulties, especially in San
Jose. Given the high cost of living, Andrews
is in the process of a book project he hopes
will supplement the income he gets here.
He said he saves money by commuting
long distances to and from work.
“By living in Chico, I can afford to teach
here,” Andrews said. “For the first three
years I lived out in a RV down in Morgan
Hill and down in Gilroy, but still my rent
was a third of what it would be if I lived in
San Jose.”
In order to get a better standard of living, the California Faculty Association
has started the Fight for Five campaign in
hopes to increase general salary for all faculty by 5 percent, along with a 2.65 percent
service salary increase.
If this proposed increase is not met, a
strike may be hitting all 23 CSU campuses
“If the point is to focus on student success, then that means that you have to address the problems of the people who are
in the classroom with the students,” said
Preston Rudy, CFA president at SJSU and
an assistant professor of sociology.”
Rokni said she thinks this treatment of
teachers stems from an even greater issue
with the education system overall.
She said the educational system has been

Infographic by Jordan Alexis
turned upside down and if the U.S. wants
a vibrant, productive system it must invest
in diverse fields rather than merely the
profit making ones.
“The system should be supporting and respecting all faculty and students,” Rokni said.
Teachers continue to do what they love
and it is the everyday interactions with
students that keep them motivated and
inspired. This dedication is highlighted by
the CFA’s chant, “I don’t want to strike but
I will!”
“I’ve been particularly inspired by the
passion of students who are the first generation in their family to attend college,
many of whom have overcome significant
challenges to pursue their education,”
Kinney said.
An article by Worcester Polytechnic
Institute called “What Defines a Great
Professor” describes a great professor as

someone who treats students like people
rather than numbers.
These SJSU teachers in particular have all
expressed a desire to empower their students to go out and make change. Pushing
them to have a voice in society and creating independent thinkers that do not just
stand on the side and watch.
“We must all strive to work in an environment that empowers our human potential rather than deplete it,” Rokni said.
“A world in which we are motivated and
rewarded to build a better future for all
people rather than becoming complicit
in its destruction and devastation—these
are the principles that motivate me to continue teaching and to inspire students to
become independent thinkers.”
Jordan Alexis is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

Teenager’s political
strides fosters interest
in high schoolers
By Rosa Jasso
@rosabjasso

Many people disagreed with Galileo
Galilei about his theory of the Earth being
in constant motion, until he proved them
wrong. Today, his theory is taught in thousands of schools.
These days young adults believe that they
can’t make a change in politics. Eighteenyear-old Monica Mallon hopes to prove
them wrong by running for District 5 Supervisor for Santa Clara County.
“I’m just an ordinary person who decided to stand up for something,” Mallon
said. “People who know me for a long time
are able to see that it is possible for just an
ordinary person to have an impact.”
Some people did not take Mallon seriously when she first announced her campaign. Students asked her if she was doing
this for recognition or for fun.
Other people on social media commented that she doesn’t have enough experience
to run for supervisor. However, Mallon
didn’t allow these negative comments to
affect her goal.
Being supervisor means serving about 2
million people and operating multiple services such as public safety, health care, county parks and consumer protection measures.
Brian Schlaak, Head of the Upper School
for Woodside Priory School, said he has
Mallon in his class and that while she is
quiet, she has skills that make her a good
candidate.
“I think she has really good delegation
and leadership skills … when she has
something to say she says it,” Schlaak said.
Her dedication to the school yearbook has

given Mallon leadership skills and the ability to manage people. Her hard work earned
her the position as co-editor in chief.
According to Schlaak, Mallon also puts
herself on the same level and sees them as
regular people instead of being above her.
“She treats them and sees them as human
beings, not really as above or authority figures,” Schlaak said.
Her love for politics began in first grade
when her parents allowed Mallon and her
brother to press the candidate vote button
at voting polls.
“What drags me in the most is that anyone can run, anyone can have an impact,”
Mallon said. “It doesn’t matter how old
you are or how much money you have or
where you’re from.”
Now that Mallon is 18 years old she has
decided to take her love for politics one
step further by running for office. She
posted her decision to run for supervisor
on YouTube and posted it the exact minute
she turned 18.
Her goal is to motivate young people to
register to vote.
In the last presidential elion only 38 percent of voters were between the ages of 18
to 24 according to the U.S. Census Bureau.
In contrast the 1964 turnout for this range
was 50.9 percent.
“Over the last few years, since I’ve been
in high school, I’ve noticed that a lot of my
friends do care about these issues and will
start talking about them on their own but
they don’t really feel like they would be listened to by older politicians,” Mallon said.
Her friend Curie Park, who also attends
Woodside Priory School, said Mallon’s
campaign has made their friends pay more

Rosa Jasso | Spartan Daily
Monica Mallon is an 18-year-old high school student running for District
5 Supervisor of Santa Clara County. Her goal is to inspire young adults
to pay more attention to politics.
attention to politics.
“I feel like we are considering the idea of
politics and how we actually might have a
voice in it,” Park said.
Joe Simitian, current District 5 Supervisor, said he knows the lack of political involvement from young adults and is glad
Mallon is running for office even if it adds
competition.
“I think it’s great. When I look at the
voter turnout number, we struggle to get
younger voters to vote,” Simitian said.
He said people looking at Mallon can
be inspired to overcome challenges they
could have walked away from.
Park and her friends said they are more
encouraged to voice their political opinions
through social media. She said she feels
younger people have no affect in politics
because they are too young to voice their
opinions and do not have as much power.
One of Mallon’s goals is to focus on using the Internet and social media to give
people a stronger voice in politics. She said
broadcasting meetings on YouTube and
having discussion questions online could
help involve more people.
Mallon is using her campaign to give
younger people a reason to be involved in
politics and share their ideas.

Even if she does not win, Mallon said she
looks forward to the impact she will have
on others. She wants people to believe that
others have the ability to impact politics
and should stand up for their beliefs.
“If you really want to make it to happen
and really want to make a difference you
absolutely can,” Mallon said.
Park said other people paying attention
to Monica can follow in her footsteps and
reach for their personal goals instead of
keeping them as pure fantasies.
“It’s kind of amazing to watch someone
who you know actually take that step forward to reach out and achieve—or almost
achieve—her goals,” Park said.
She said Mallon has given her confidence
to achieve her own goals.
“I feel like she will have a greater impact
and I feel like students will actually take
part in politics,” Park said.

Rosa Jasso is the
Spartan Daily multimedia editor.
See video coverage at
YouTube.com/SpartanDailyYT
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The long story of Temuchin Lowe
SJSU’s resident swordmaster approaches last year of teaching

By Darby Brown-Kuhn
@darbk5352

For 47 years, the man
known as Temuchin Lowe
has been a constant presence as a sensei and president of The Kendo and
Naginata Dojo at San Jose
State University.
Lowe is a fifth-degree,
the highest fighting rank,
in both Kendo Kata and
Naginata. He has been
involved in martial arts
since the age of nine
and describes himself
as a rough stone that got
smoothed out.
“I was just a young guy
like everybody else, I wanted to be a fighter, but they
slowly mold you … they
mold you into a better human being,” Lowe said.
“That’s higher than any degree you can get when you
become a better person.”
He was drawn to the martial art because of his interest in Japanese culture and
the art of Bushido. Before
he began practicing the art
in 1969, Lowe practiced a
Japanese form of Karate
called Hapkido. He was
taught by Bong Soo Han,
one of the most prominent

Hapkido instructors during that time.
As a student, Lowe participated in Kendo events
hosted in Japan and U.S.,
eventually becoming a
sensei in 1985.
Besides learning various
moves and techniques,
Lowe said the trainers
taught him about moral
concepts through the use
of sayings designed to
make the student think.
One saying he currently uses is “to those who
learn these arts, the mind
is empty of all selfish and
evil thoughts.”
Lowe explained that the
meaning behind the saying is the basic spirituality and innocence of the
arts because if the mind
isn’t clear, the art can’t be
learned properly.
A student who is determined to win tournaments can be an exception
to the saying, which can
lead to money and fame
but there are drawbacks
to having that mindset.
“You’re not a broadened
kind of person, you’re like
a celebrity or something
like that, but it doesn’t
necessarily make you a

better person,” Lowe said.
“You’re rich and you’re
famous, but someone’s always after you.”
As he’s gotten older,
Lowe’s approach to Kendo

has become less competitive and focuses more on
the overall aspect of the art.
“I don’t care if I get beat,
that’s not an issue anymore
if you know what I mean,”

Darby Brown-Kuhn | Spartan Daily
Lowe Sensei charges toward a student with a classic
bamboo shinai during a Kendo practice session at
the Spartan Complex on Tuesday.

Lowe said. “It’s about honor and virtue and respect,
you know, a full heart and
living everyday. You live
and you feel good because
you do good.”
One such good deed is
the on-campus Kendo
practice sessions Lowe
conducts Tuesdays and
Thursdays, which can
vary from a handful of
students to more than 15.
A new student who
wished to be called Mr.
Obis said he likes the structure of Kendo compared to
other martial arts.
“I’ve realized that Kendo
is not just a martial art, not
just a sport, but also just a
way to relax and get your
mind off of other things,
other stresses from college,”
Obis said. “Because you
know in college you’re always busy with other things
and stress develops up, but
like once you enter Kendo
you feel more free, more
open and you just get away
from that stress for awhile.”
Another student, Mr.
Shen, has been under
Lowe’s tutelage for 14
months and was originally an amateur when
he moved from China to

pursue grad school.
Now a fourth-degree,
Shen said he has learned
many things from Lowe,
who is his favorite Kendo
instructor.
“He might attempt to be
formidable but actually
he’s very easygoing and
he’s not only telling about
Kendo, about the skill but
also about … some ideas
and concepts about life,”
Shen said.
Now approaching the
age of 67, Lowe said next
year is going to be his
last year of teaching and
wants to pursue other
spiritual adventures.
“The sword won’t let you
just teach at the university,
that’s what my teacher did
and I could see that he wanted to do more,” Lowe said.
With so many years of
teaching, Lowe knows the
foundation he set at SJSU
will hold its form and continue to expand thanks to
the students he’s guided
and instructed by using
the same methods he was
taught many years ago.
Darby Brown-Kuhn is
the Spartan Daily
sports editor.
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As the story goes, the legendary Greek scientist Archimedes was bathing when a solution to a
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Three researchers from Northwestern University and Drexel University presented test subjects
with sets of linguistic problems and performed brain scans as the subjects worked. Some of
the problems required strokes of insight to solve them while others didn’t. The insight-based
problems spiked brain activity in the same region of the temporal lobe, the superior temporal
gyrus, during the aha! moments when a solution was found. Further testing confirmed that this
was the center for insight in the brain and opened the doors for future researchers’ work. The
study has been called one of the most original studies of insight ever performed.
http://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/
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Academic probation
inspires change in
college students
By Andrew Cypert
@audaciousgreen

Many students have a tough time with
time management, which can result in not
prioritizing what is most important: school.
When school is not a priority, grades
can slip and students are put on academic probation. But required probation
classes can inspire students to change
their behavior.
According to San Jose State University
standards, students below a 2.0 grade
point average are placed on academic
probation, but it is not a battle that has to
be fought alone.
Each student is enrolled in a class that
will bring them out of probation.
“It’s essentially a behavior-modification
class,” said Michael Randle, associate director of academic advising. “It essentially teaches students that if you’re on probation, it’s not because of your intellect.”
Randle said some students do not prioritize school as they do in other areas
of life, such as working and socializing.
The classes are designed to improve time
management and decision making skills,
and to get students out of the procrastination loop that got them on probation.
Students can choose from multiple classes as their academic probation course,
such as Science 2 and Science 90T.
Organizational studies senior Brian
Truong is one success story of the academic probation process, which helped
him get back on his feet academically.
“It helped in some areas—it works well,
not perfectly, but it does its job,” Truong
said. “The program does help a lot of students in my opinion.”
Probation classes aim to give students
time and support to get their academics
back on track with the help of professors,
counselors and mentors.

SJSU wants its students to be as successful as possible given the possibility they
can be disqualified from the university
if subsequent probation semesters occur.
“I think one of the smartest moves was
having one of the near graduate students
be peer mentors to the probation students and along with the fact that some
of them have been through probation
themselves,” Truong said. “It helps them
connect on a certain level.”
He said he thinks academic probation
is easier with the help of peer mentors because students can relate to mentors more
than an adviser or professor.
He said mentors make the students feel
more relaxed and listen more. Randle
does not sugar-coat
the process.
“In real time, it’s
hard,” Randle
said. “But when
you win the
game, can
you acknowledge
that because of all of your
hard work and practice, that’s why you
won? Yes.”
Academic probation classes also help students prepare for the rest of their college
careers and be more productive in life.
“There was the enormous binder we had
made where it basically made sure we had
any file we needed prepped and ready to
go whenever we needed it,” Truong said.
“Along with knowing what our schedule
would be up until we reached graduation.”
Academic probation classes promote
change in students and bring forth the
idea that it is never too late to turn around
and get back on the path to graduation.

Andrew Cypert is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

Welcome SJSU
Students!
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requirements for only $46/semester unit!

Winter Session classes start on January 4
Spring Semester classes start on January 30
All you need to do is Apply, Register and Pay Fees. To see SJSU to
Mission College course -to - course equivalences, go to: assist.org

ONLY

$46

missioncollege.edu
Continuing student registration starts on December 1.

PER UNIT New student registration starts on December 8.

Questions? Need Help? More Information:
missioncollege.edu/student_services/welcome_center/
MISSION COLLEGE • 3000 Mission College Blvd. • Santa Clara, CA 95054
missioncollege.edu • (408) 855-5083 • email: mc.welcomecenter@missioncollege.edu

Blind man finds
beauty in life
By Hailee Miguel
@Hailee_Miguel

Imagine waking up at 12 years old and
noticing one of your most vital senses is
drifting away and imagine being that age,
realizing your eyesight is worsening then
going completely blind as a teenager.
For Dave Cruser, this was his reality.
After being diagnosed with a rare disease
known as Laurence-Moon-Bardet-Biedl
Syndrome at the age of 12, Dave (now 38)
has adjusted to his new daily life.
“It took me a while to get used to it,” Dave
said.
This syndrome is defined as a rare, genetic multisystem disorder characterized
primarily by deterioration of the cells that
receive light stimuli, cone and rod cells, in
the retina of the eyes, according to rarediseases.org. The syndrome can also result
in kidney abnormalities and learning disabilities.
It is estimated to affect 1 in 100 thousand
people in Northern Europe and the U.S.
Losing such an essential sense could
drastically change someone’s outlook on
life, but Dave continues to live his life like
anyone else.
He and his brothers, who have also been
diagnosed with the syndrome, played
sports despite losing their sight as children.
Dave and his brothers also attended the
School for the Deaf and Blind in Berkeley and
Fremont, California, where they learned to
be independent until they were 21 years old.
They lived at school Monday through Friday
and went home on weekends.
Their parents described their time at
school as a “game changer” when it came
to their learning and independence.
Dave played soccer and his brother Jon
played peewee baseball.
As Dave lost his sight, his coach did not
want to play him. His mother had several
discussions with the coach to fight for her
son’s playing time on the field and it was
granted.
All three boys were also involved in special olympics, participating in the state
games well into their late teens and early
20s, until they lost most of their sight.
Dave participated in running, jumping
and the shot put.
As children, they maintained this idea of
“normality” and experienced childhood
as any other in terms of sports and learning. They never felt pity on themselves nor
did they let that get in the way of accomplishing achievements or goals throughout
their lives.
Dave said he enjoys going to the movie
theater, where they provide electronics for
the blind that explain the motion picture
through commentary and dialogue. He and
his brothers also attend sporting events such
as Oakland A’s and Raiders games and listen
to the radio for play-by-play.
He also goes to the mall, takes public
transportation and maintains his independence and social life.
Dave frequents his local 24 Hour Fitness
where he has a routine. He walks through
the doors, white cane in hand, ready to begin his workout.

Employee Javier Cabrales often helps
him move around each machine, settling
and getting Dave comfortable with the
equipment during his time at the gym.
“Working with Dave is interesting to say
the least. I didn’t think he would be as outgoing as he is and as funny as he is, especially knowing he’s blind,” Cabrales said.
“I led myself to believe he would probably
be a shell of who he could have been, but
no, that’s completely wrong.”
Dave’s personality lights up a room.
Though soft spoken at times, Cabrales said
his character is one of a kind.
“Working with Dave isn’t hard at all,”
Cabrales said. “I look forward to his witty
remarks every Saturday morning.”
Cabrales and Dave often share laughs
while chatting at the gym and have developed a friendly relationship over a short
period of time.
“Dave reminds me of my younger brother. He has these witty, sarcastic remarks
that can’t help but make you laugh,” Cabrales said. “Everyone I’ve seen around
him responds well to his personality.”
Along with working out, Dave and his
brothers have participated in 5K runs at
Disneyland where he earned medals and
finished the run within the time allotted.
Dave lives at home with his parents and
two brothers and has always had a big support system of family and friends. For the
Cruser brothers, this was something they
went through together.
“This brought them closer together,”
said Dave’s father Tim Cruser. “I think it
was hardest on John because he’s the oldest, but the other two were able to see and
know what was coming.”
Dave’s parents instilled independence in
their children from an early age.
“His mother (Debra) definitely helped
them maintain their independence,” Tim
said.
Debra battled with the local school district and fought for her children’s educational rights because she never wanted
them to feel different from their peers.
“They wanted to be independent,” Debra
said. “They thought they were normal.”
Obstacles are a normal part of life for everyone, but the outcome depends on how
you deal with them.
Dave said he never felt like an outcast. He
accepted it and went on with his life living
to the fullest.
“Dave’s an inspiration. Ironically enough,
he sees everything in a positive light,” Cabrales said. “It’s refreshing. I never hear
him complain and he’s brutally honest.”
Seeing how others handle certain situations often brings forth a cause and effect.
Cabrales said people who spend time
with Dave see life’s obstacles in a different
light, from a new perspective.

Hailee Miguel is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Inspiration with limitation in Graphic Design
By Adolfo Oseguera
@aosogordo

Inspiration can be found all around the world. Eventually, creation becomes the world in the eye of the designer
fi ltered by the guidelines of their client.
“Inspiration comes from weird and unexpected places,”
said senior BFA student Morgan Mcllwain. “Sometimes I
will be driving and think of how to solve a problem in a
project I am designing.”
Graphic design is a form of art in which the designer creates something new to tell their audience something in a different yet clear way, a way that the client approves of course.
“Design is about communicating imaginative concepts into
clear and creative solutions,” said senior BFA student Vanessajoie Castillo. “Visual communication is about problem solving.”
Castillo said design is much more than just skills and execution. Designers need to use their skills and execution to
create something with human emotion and comprehension.
The client gives the designer purpose. They are the ones
who make their job valid, therefore the designer needs to
please the client.
“Your client is someone who is paying you to design
something that fulfi lls their aesthetic needs and values.
It’s for them, not you,” Castillo said.

Senior BFA student Cindy Duong said there are roughly two
types of clients: one who knows what they want and give the
designer strict guidelines and one who gives the designer all the
freedom they want because the client likes the designer’s style.
Mcllwain experienced working with a client who had
strict guidelines in her first internship where they focused
a lot on internal communications.
“Limits included basic typefaces only, all items that were
not to be changed needed to be locked down, and text
boxes needed to work with only a sentence to a full blown
paragraph,” Mcllwain said.
She said he enjoys the limitations that the client gives her
because it forces her to stretch her creativity and gives her
the opportunity to get inspired by new things she has never
worked with. Being given that freedom can be overwhelming she said. Too many options is not always a good thing.
“It seems like a thing that so many designers would
loathe to do, but I actually expanded my knowledge so
much and was able to make work that was easy to use for
an everyday employee,” Mcllwain said. “And despite all
of those many limitations we still had a lot of ability to
explore and create new content.”
Senior BFA student Maggie Mardinian said she was designing a skateboard for a client and after she finished her

first draft, the client had asked her to change certain colors and other minor details.
Mardinian had to adjust her design to please the client.
“I don’t think anyone has the ability to limit anyone
else’s inspiration, the clients certainly don’t approve every
solution I recommend,” said design professor Joe Miller.
“If I didn’t believe a client should have a solution for their
problem, then I wouldn’t work with them.”
Duong idolizes designers who wait for clients to be inspired by their own inspiration and technique.
Some designers wait for someone to come to them. They
will stick to their technique and style and eventually
someone will see the beauty in it.
Ultimately, clients will be paying them to do what they
love to do their own way. In this case, graphic designers
have that creative freedom.
Designers never stop learning. They continue to learn
because they continue to get inspired and continue to
experience new things in their lives. Miller said different designers look in different places for that inspiration
whether it’s research or great experience.
“Only the designer can limit their own inspiration,” Miller said.
Adolfo Oseguera is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Drawing dignity from tragedy

Medical tattoo artists must be able to color match as accurately as possible. Jill Hoyer looks at an image of areolas to match her ink with the
image.

Photos by Rain Stites | Spartan Daily
Jill Hoyer touches up Teresa Knox’s eyebrows at the Timeless Skin Spa
in Los Gatos, Calif. Hoyer specializes in facelift scars, hairline scars,
scalp tattooing and eyebrowing tattooing.
By Rain Stites
@writeas_rain

The tears would not stop rolling down Maria
Cardenas’ face as she embraced her husband
after he held up the mirror that reflected her
newly gained self-confidence. The finish line
to the end of her long journey was in sight.
Cardenas was diagnosed with an aggressive form of breast cancer at the age of 29
and out of fear the cancer would spread
she decided to undergo a double mastectomy—the removal of both her breasts.
“It’s very difficult to think that we can
look and be normal again,” Cardenas said.
After the surgery cancer-free Cardenas faced
yet another challenge: regaining her identity.
Nine months and 15 surgeries later, her
body wouldn’t accept the implants needed
to begin the process of reconstruction.
“I remember being really sad and upset,”
Cardenas said. “I remember telling my plastic surgeon ‘All I want is to look normal. All
I want is just to look like a normal female.’”
Eventually, Cardenas’ body accepted the
implants. While Cardenas said her plastic
surgeon was amazing, she said that he was
not an artist. Following the completion of
the surgeries, Cardenas compared her reconstructed breasts to baseballs.
There was still something missing, she said.
That is when she visited Jill Hoyer’s office.
“She changed my life,” Cardenas said.
Hoyer is the owner of Timeless Skin Spa
in Los Gatos, California. For the past 12
years, she has practiced medical tattooing,
also known as permanent makeup.
Similar to casual tattoos, medical tattoos
are permanent markings on the skin that
are applied by a motorized needles. This
type of tattooing uses similar color blending techniques as many tattoos do.
Hoyer said the difference is that it requires color matching rather than just
choosing. She said is not each client has a

unique, natural look to their skin.
“It’s a craft. It’s a craft and an art form,”
Hoyer said. “The restorative tattooing really, it recreates their natural beauty on
the outside, which kind of allows them to
heal emotionally on the inside.”
Hoyer works with a variety of clientele
including cancer survivors, those who suffer hair loss for different reasons and victims of accidents. Hoyer said she prefers
her work to be unnoticeable as she hopes
to recreate the beauty that was lost.
According to Cancer Treatment Centers
of America, shadows and highlights are
used to create the depth and detail of a
natural breast. This is process is referred
to as a 3D tattoo.
Hoyer said that in most cases, breast reconstruction cannot fully restore the nipple and
areola, if at all. She said a surgeon will often
make this attempt without the proper training.
With the 3D tattoo, Cardenas said Hoyer
helped her regain the sense of identity she
felt she had lost with her breasts.
The areola tattoo is enough, Hoyer explained, to help someone disregard the
once-constant reminder of their past.
It is apparent that Hoyer shares a connection with each of her clients.
“I probably get more out of them than
they get out of me ‘cause it’s such a different
level of receiving and giving,” Hoyer said.
Cardenas hopes her journey will inspire
other women who have endured similar experiences to stay strong. Without Hoyer, she said,
her journey would not have seen the finish line.
“Words cannot explain the feeling because at that point,” Cardenas said. “I felt
normal, I felt complete, I felt like I could
get naked again and I didn’t have to be
covering. I felt loved.”
Rain Stites is the Spartan Daily
managing editor.
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Books to read before you graduate

By Vasuki Rao
@VasukiRao94

Nineteen. That’s how many days are left until the last day of classes this semester. For some of you, these will be your last days as an undergraduate.
Books help us make sense of ourselves, our world and our place in it. In this fast-paced world we live in, we are overwhelmed by the flow of information given to us in pocket-sized
reads. Devoting your time and focus to any form of reading that exceeds the length of a smartphone screen might seem like a strenuous feat, but these are—in no particular order—
the four books you should read before getting out of college:

I shouldn’t even have to explain why you
should read this book. Foer is a graceful
writer whose book was written after having spent almost three years researching
animal agriculture. “Eating Animals”
isn’t your typical, “be a vegetarian because killing animals is bad” kind of
book; instead, Foer explores the horridness that is factory farming. Even if you
won’t ever consider becoming a herbivore, Foer’s book educates readers on the
cruel behavior of factory farming toward
animals and its effects on our environment and resources. It’s OK if you read
this book then walk to the closest Chickfi l-A and munch through a chicken sandwich without feeling any guilt. The point
is to be educated and aware of what is
happening then make a choice based on
that set of information.

“Big Magic”
by Elizabeth Gilbert

Three years after the release of “Eat, Pray,
Love,” Gilbert released “Big Magic: Creating
Life Beyond Fear.” She wrote “Big Magic”
with hopes of helping her readers live creatively, which does not necessarily mean
“pursuing a life that is professionally or exclusively devoted to the arts,” but “living a
life that is driven more strongly by curiosity
than by fear.” Gilbert broke “Big Magic” into
six sections: courage, enchantment, permission, persistence, trust and divinity. You
might argue that it sounds like a book for
people who have had a “Buddha moment,”
but Gilbert caters to a diverse age group and
keeps it relatable. Read this book because
once you’ve graduated and are in the real
world, there will be moments in your life
when potential changes will depend entirely
on your willingness to take a risk, move out
of your comfort zone and not live in a shadow of fear. Gilbert exhibits these points in a
soulful and generous prose.

“Between the World and Me”
by Ta-Nehisi Coates

This book won the 2015 National Book Award
for nonfiction yesterday. At just a little over
150 pages, Coates’ book is written as a letter
to his son about what it is like to be black in
the U.S. Having previously criticized President
Obama’s approach to addressing racial issues,
his book explores empathy from the perspective of American history and its current crisis.
The letter talks about his place in the world,
specifically his place as a black man in this
country with references to his childhood,
adolescence and the experiences he faces in
his everyday life. We can barely go a week
without hearing about an unresolved race issue that further stirs this country into a racial
epidemic. If you’re not a black person living
in this country, read it to view things from a
different perspective. If you are black, read it
to realize you’re not not alone in some of the
things you might be experiencing. Read it because you’re a human being who believes in
equality for all ethnicities.

“The God Delusion”
by Richard Dawkins

I know, I can already sense the eye rolling
with this one. Dawkin’s arguably mostfamous book discusses the atheist life and
why believing in God is not only a delusion
but a ‘pernicious’ one. It doesn’t matter if
you’re atheist, agnostic, religious or simply
don’t care. You should read “The God Delusion” to realize that such a critically acclaimed and controversial book does have
flaws. Reading this book before entering a
world where many things will be hyped up
just because will help you prepare for the
pretentious liars in it. You should also read
“The God Delusion” because you might
actually like it. Dawkins is no rookie. The
ethologist and evolutionary biologist currently teaches public understanding of science at the University of Oxford and his
years of research resulted in a book that
he claims aims to “raise consciousness.”
It offers a couple of fresh arguments in an
otherwise exhausted topic. Read this book
so that when someone brings it up in an argument, which is bound to happen at least
once in your life, you will have your own
thoughts on it rather than what you think
everyone thinks of it.

Illustrations by Katie Rike

“Eating Animals”
by Jonathan Safran Foer

Covert Operations
Art exhibits
government
mysteries
By Jordan Alexis and Matthew Dziak
@jaa951
@bigmattitude

The world has become a much different place
since the terrorist attacks on 9/11. The “war on
terror” has led to heightened surveillance and
security measures across the U.S., but the effects are felt hard in the Silicon Valley.
Telecommunications tracking by the National Security Agency under the Patriot
Act has led to server tapping of companies
such as Facebook, Google and Yahoo.
Inspired by the aftermath of 9/11, the
San Jose Museum of Art is displaying an
exhibit called “Covert Operations: Investigating the Known Unknowns.”
The exhibit it the first major survey of
work by artists who use tools of democracy to expose some troubling aspects of
the war on terror.
“All of the artist are responding to issues
of surveillance, privacy and government
overstepping of boundaries and how it has
affected civil liberties,” said Sherrill Ingalls, director of marketing and communications at the museum.
There are multiple types of art from traditional painting to virtual video gaming,
all with a powerful message.
For example, one of the first pieces that
might draw a visitor’s attention is a church
bell connected to a pulley, which was created by David Gurman. The bell is connected to the website iraqbodycount.org,
which tracks the amount of civilian deaths
from the U.S. and Iraq conflict.
“The number of rings is the number of civilians who were killed in the previous hour”
Ingalls said. “So sometimes it doesn’t ring at
all, sometimes it rings for a very long time.”
The Iraq war formally ended in 2011, yet
the bell still rings every hour on the hour.
“It’s quite literally a living memorial,”
said Marja Van Der Loo, the museum’s
curator associate.

Next to the bell, there is a collection of
running electronic tickers called “Ribs” by
Jenny Holzer.
The tickers are constantly running pieces
of declassified documents at a pace that is
difficult to read and at times overlap.
“Though I rely on minimalist configurations, for decades I have wanted to offer a
massive, irrational, unpredictable heap of
glittering displays,” said Holzer in an interview with publishing company Phaidon. “I am happy about the paradox—what
appears wild, chaotic and spontaneous—is
a greater technical puzzle and more difficult challenge to realize.”
With this piece Holzer symbolizes the
fact that at times we can have so much information to decipher that you may have
nothing at all. She also touches on the fact
that declassified information is not always
telling the full truth.
“On one hand, these documents are declassified they’re available to us, but still it
very cryptic” Van Der Loo said. “So much
information is redacted that you don’t really know what is going on.”
The are 11 “Ribs,” each a half circle,
curving from the ground to a wall, each
about three feet high.
“You notice the ribs but you don’t know
if they go below the ground or beyond the
wall,” said Kim Harris, San Jose Museum
of Art docent . “It’s hard to tell but certainly
there is no evidence to tell it is not that way.”
Turning the corner around the wall of
“Ribs” and prior to a staircase was a desk
with a live surveillance video recording of
the first floor of the exhibit.
“It brings home the point that you are
under surveillance unknowingly,” Harris
said. “You sometimes forget but to actually
see what other people are seeing that you
normally don’t see yourself is powerful.”
Jordan Alexis and Matthew Dziak are
Spartan Daily staff writers.
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The world of acting

SJSU theater students explain the life of an actor
ate all that went into making it possible.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, it is said that acting as a job is
Imagine entering a major where no matthe slowest growing occupation based on
ter how hard you work, no matter how
pure numbers. From 2012 to 2022, the
good you may be, the odds of getting a job
job market for actors is projected to grow
are so slim because even after you receive
only 4 percent.
a degree you have to audition and get disIn a 2012 survey, there were 79,800 actcovered to have a career in the field.
ing jobs in the U.S. That number is only
That is the future that faces individuals
expected to increase to 83,000 in 2022.
who aspire to become actors/actresses and
It aids greatly to have a bachelor’s degree
choose the path of acting as their major.
in theater. But every role in every show
But these students love what they do and
faces intense competition since so many
are inspired to keep working each day.
people audition for each role, no matter
“Some of our graduates do seek profeshow minor they may be.
sional acting work either by entering postThese students put so much time and
graduate, professional training programs
effort into everything they do that there
or by directly entering the highly comcomes a point when they have to stop
petitive professional acting world where
themselves and say, “I have to go home”
unemployment is the norm and where the
in order to actually leave.
average actor makes poverty wages,” said
“I have to end up taking the late light rail
David Kahn, television, radio, film and
home each night because I want to stay
theater department chair.
and help so many people,” Regan said. “I
“The lucky, talented and very hardcan’t say no to a director.”
working few are able to find great success
Regan discussed his entrance into the
as professional actors, but most find sucrealm of acting.
cess in putting their theater skills to work
He was the understudy for Linus in the
in other aspects of performing arts, as
Charlie Brown play in high school. His
teachers, lawyers, managers, sales, service
time came when they had one show for all
professionals and the list goes on.”
the understudies in which he thrived.
Not everyone will get an opportunity in
“They had one show where they had all
acting, but those who try work as hard as
the understudies perform,” Regan said, “I
they can to see how far they will go.
am still told to this day that, that was the
“Even if you are working and you are
Kavin Mistry | Spartan Daily best out of all of them and I am just like,
losing sleep and you’re losing money, it is Kevin Jasper performs the last scene of The Circle in the Hal Todd Theater. ‘Yes!’ From that day on, I did all the shows
still worth it,” said Amy Roberts, radio,
I could and continued on into college.”
credible. They have a true dedication to the art of theater,
television and film senior. “It is like going on a bad date;
Both Regan and Sandoval said they entered college
and it is evident in their passion when talking about it.
you hate it, but you cherish the fact that you get to talk
“I just love talking about theater!” Regan said. “I love the as English majors, but the best decision they made was
about it forever.”
people, I just love the work and I just love telling people switching to theater.
The students were passionate about loving what they do
Along with Roberts, they said acting is their life and
about shows I’m in.”
and how important it is in their lives.
Students rehearse 25 hours a week, not including the ex- they would never want to do anything else.
“I feel like it is the most enjoyable thing I have ever
Acting is not for everyone, but if you are inspired to foltra time they spend before and after practice.
done,” said Matt Regan, English senior. “I think I’ve done
“There are a lot of nights when I don’t get home until low its path, nothing should be able to stop you.
a bunch of different things, but none of them were close to
midnight,” Sandoval said. “I have to be up at six in the
being as enjoyable as theater.”
Kavin Mistry is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
morning so I can’t do anything and my room is a mess …
After watching their rehearsal, you can see how much
but at least I have theater and I love it.”
they enjoy doing what they do, which English senior VicThey stressed that the work they put into each show is
tor Andy Sandoval said, “makes the work a little easier.”
worth it once they see the final product and can appreciThe amount of time these students allot to acting is inBy Kavin Mistry
@kavinm95
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Turning inspiration into action

By Deanna Villarreal
@deannamv

When it comes to creative endeavors, it
seems a lot of us are all talk and no action.
Since the birth of visual-based social
media sites such as Tumblr, Instagram and
Pinterest, this generation has
developed inspiration ADD.
Conversations that could
be about our own achievements,
ts,
or “aha!” moments, have turned
ed into
conversations about things that
at we have
seen, liked or pinned on sociall media.
media
Fitness inspiration or “fitspo” ends up being nothing
more than some pictures you have saved in your camera
roll. Did it actually help you to maintain weight loss or
become more physically fit?
That do it yourself project you found online—when did
you plan to buy those materials and start the task?
What is supposed to come after the metaphorical
light bulb? It should be motivation, passion and focus.
Instead, the qualities many people display are apathy,
laziness and distraction.
We are bombarded with inspiration. Having one goal
is never enough. Feeling one spark is not enough. We are
addicted to the cyclic glimmer of each new idea passing
through our consciousness.
One key ingredient to turning these ideas into something real is drive. Allowing the mind to settle on a single
vision and the consequential train of thought may allow
our feelings of motivation to develop.
We must ask ourselves if our vision is something
we plan to follow through with or simply an idea that

make us feel good.
Feeling inspired by looking at others’ ideas make us feel
happy and that is an important process. The difference
comes from knowing when to be our own spark and accomplishing something out of that.
Maintaining drive is not the easy but it is
critical if we want to make real changes or do
anything new.
Multitasking and constant need (real or
perceived) to be busy get in the way. We
often attempt to juggle 20 tasks at once
which harms us in the long run.
According to the National Center for Biotechnology Information, at the U.S. National
Library of Medicine, the average human attention

“

It seems
se
see
unrealistic
for u
us to expect to
make something of our
aspirations when we can
barely focus for the length
ength
of one full Snapchat video.

Procrastination has
hidden benefits
By Hailee Miguel
@Hailee_miguel

Every year I say the same thing:
this semester will be different.
I’ll get an assignment or study
guide for class and I won’t procrastinate. I won’t hold off
on getting the necessary
information or studying
for a test. I’ll begin the
work right away to avoid
the stress of doing everything last minute.
But it’s always the same scenario. I tell myself I’ll start it tomorrow, I have plenty of time.
Personally, I like the challenge. I
feel that I do my best work when
under pressure and I’ve received the
best grades when I don’t have days
to ponder on what I wrote in an essay and question whether or not my
opinion or take on a novel or study
is valid.
Granted, I don’t care for the late
nights and staying up to complete assignments. But when I’m in the zone,
the thoughts flow and the time flies
by as the clock goes unnoticed until
the assignment is completed and it’s
time to call it a night.
Procrastination itself can be an
inspiration. It can be viewed as a
challenge which gives the person
that extra boost of motivation to get
something done.
Procrastination is defined as “the
action of delaying or postponing
something.”
As with anything, there has to
be a happy medium when talking
about procrastination. Of course you

have to allow yourself
enough time to do
something or get something done and levels of
procrastination vary.
“Procrastination is an epidemic. It
stops us from becoming who we are
here to be and from living our
lives to our (sic) fullest potential,” states the article
“6 Ways to Stop Procrastinating Today” from The
Huffington Post.
I completely disagree with
this statement.
Procrastination may be an epidemic, but I don’t think it holds us back
from being who we are or living up
to our fullest potential.
Tenzin Gyatso, better known as the

“
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Dalai Lama, was also a procrastinator.
He once stated, “Only in the face
of a difficult challenge or an urgent
deadline would I study and work
without laziness.”
Former President Bill Clinton was
also a well-known procrastinator.
Time Magazine called Clinton a
“chronic procrastinator” and noted
the former president would have
“last minute cut and paste sessions”
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span has dropped from 12 seconds in 2000 to 8.25 seconds in 2015. The average attention span of a goldfish is
nine seconds.
It seems unrealistic for us to expect to make something
of our aspirations when we can barely focus for the
length of one full Snapchat video.
Charles Dickens, the famous novelist, spent nearly 30
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when it came to most of his major
addresses.
Holding off on things also gives
us the opportunity to think about
decisions and life choices rather than
jumping into something. Waiting
until the last possible minute may
in return save us from making rash
decisions, which could end up being
serious mistakes.
Procrastination gives us the opportunity to think and learn more in
the process.
Many try to stop their procrastinating ways, as it can be viewed

percent of his day devoted to doing creative work, according to “Daily Rituals,” a book by Mason Currey.
Pablo Picasso devoted nearly 40 percent of
h
his time to his art during a for part of his life.
While we cannot all drop out of school
and quit our jobs to dive into six straight
hours of innovative work, we should at to at
least harvest enough will power to realize
some of our visions.
We need to be better. When more of us begin to do and create using real life as our muse,
then we can say our work is truly inspired.
Deanna Villarreal is a
Spartan Daily production editor.

INSPIRATION EDITION
Spartans Where does
speak
out it come from?
How do you
find it?
“I don’t really think you need
something solidly to inspire you.
I think you don’t take anything
too seriously, you’ll just
enjoy yourself. I’ve always
thought that planes were
interesting and I thought
that helping design them
or making them more
efficient.”
Thomas Hollibaugh
Aerospace engineering sophomore
“My father inspires me. My father
and my mother, they both
came here from Ukraine.
They fled persecution. So
when they came here, it
obviously gave them a
chance to have a better life
and they remind me of that
all the time.”
Robert Sukhovitsky
Economics senior

as a negative, but I’ve learned to
embrace it.
The day and night before I have to
do something, such as an assignment
for a class, I am constantly thinking
about what I want to say and what arguments I want to make. Then when
it comes time to sit down with my
laptop in front of me, my ideas flow
and I’m not sitting there for hours
staring at a bright screen thinking of
what to type.
Knowing the hours are winding
down and I have to turn something
in at a certain time pushes me to do
better. Working under pressure is
how some like to work and feel that
in those situations is where they
deliver the most.
Procrastination is undoubtedly a
motivator for me. It’s a challenge to
hold something off until you absolutely have to do it, and for me, that is
when I feel I am at my best.
Hailee Miguel is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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“I was inspired by professors
to keep pursuing education
and I’m inspired everyday
by students in my classes.
Seeing how hard they
work and how dedicated
they are to their studies
makes me want to continue
to work hard as well.”
Jessica Bettencourt
Communications studies grad student
“I like to play with ideas. I know putting
a good lecture together full
of interesting ideas and
finding interconnections
between politics, society
and economics is my
main passion. I guess just
this thirst for knowledge
keeps me going.”
Mary Pickering
European history professor
Compiled by Andrew Cypert, Spartan Daily staff writer
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Breaking Indian
stereotypes in
college classes
By Kavin Mistry
@kavinm95

I sit at my desk, while
l h
having
to hold up my head with my
hand to avoid falling asleep,
constantly looking up at the
clock wondering why time
is going by so slow.
I can do nothing but give
credit to those who are in
certain majors and enjoy what
they do.
They seem to be inspired enough to
come to class each Friday at 8 a.m., sit
in a lecture hall and listen to someone
talk about programming for two hours
while everyone else is sound asleep in
their beds.
I sat in on one of those classes to get
the first-hand experience of what these
computer engineer students go through as
part of their degree program.
“I chose this major because I think it is
about developing effective ways to solve
problems,” said sophomore Kshama
Parikh. “I’ve always loved solving things
from a young age and this major will help
me make a difference in a developing
world. I enjoy it a lot.”
It was inspiring to meet someone that
likes computer engineering as much as
Parikh does, most of the people I know
in this field hate it and have been told
to do it.
Not many people may know how big of
an impact Indian parents have on their
kids future endeavors.
Lawson middle school in Cupertino
has started showing the fi lm “Race to
Nowhere” in hopes that it opens the eyes
of parents that are putting too much pressure on their kids to do well in school.The
fi lm is centered around the idea of making parents aware they have a direct effect
on their kids lives in school and how important it is to let them be themselves and
not force them to do more than they can.
Parents nowadays put an incredible
amount of stress on their children to
perform better than they are capable. I
had friends in high school that dreaded
going home at the end of each day because
they knew they would have to hear their

parents tell them what to do.
It was the most frustrating thing I saw
throughout my time in high school.
There were so many people I was friends
with my freshman year because we all
had to take the required freshman classes. Most of them I did not talk to or see
much of until we graduated because
they spent all their time stressed
out of their minds.
But that’s what makes people
who enjoy these majors so inspiring. They are willing to put
in the intense time and effort to
get through school without being seen by most of their peers.
However, with all the families forcing their kids to be in these majors or
training their minds to enjoy these majors, it has opened up huge stereotypes
about Indian people.
Indian students majoring to become a computer engineer or a doctor
has been a common stereotype for as

THE FACTS
ABOUT
COMPUTER
ENGINEERING
STUDENTS

OPINION 9
long as I can remember. I always tell
people that categorize me in that way that
“just because I am Indian, doesn’t mean I
have to be an engineer or doctor.”
In fact, as a joke at De Anza College,
my baseball coach made me in charge
of bringing the medical kit to all of
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nspire enough to
come to class each
Friday at 8 a.m., sit in
a lecture hall and listen
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Now we have less people entering the
field that truly enjoy it and more that do
not like it, but are forced to do it because
they are doing what their parents want.
“I joined comp (computer engineering) because it all makes sense to me,”
said sophomore Varinder Singh. “The
only reason I didn’t want to join comp
was because people kept expecting the
‘Indian male’ student to go into something engineering.”
I was happy to see this stereotype is not
as true as people make it out to be. In the
class that I sat in on, there were around
30 students in the class and only three
were Indian.
There are 32,773 students enrolled at
SJSU and 10,519 of those students are
Asian or Indian. Of the 32,773 students
on campus, 2,673 of them are engineering
majors.
However, despite knowing people will
ridicule them, make fun of them for following the stereotype of being an engineer, these students are still inspired to
follow their dreams.

our games and said “you will probably
become some kind of doctor someday, so
this is good practice.”
The stereotype has began turning people
away from this major because people
don’t want to be categorized.

Kavin Mistry is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Teachers (don’t) leave them kids alone
Teachers are our
unsung heroes
the world over
By Vasuki Rao
@VasukiRao94

We’re nearing the end of the year and
we haven’t had a shortage of tragedies,
losses or obstacles.
In the past six days, we’ve dealt with a
magnitude of loss that affected people
worldwide. It is too easy to get submerged
in a pool of sadness amid this world’s
distemper.
Prior to writing this piece, I thought
about what it takes for me to get inspired.
Is it when I am galvanized into doing
a certain action? Is a metaphorical light
bulb supposed to turn on atop my head
while my body feels a rush of excitement
that leads to achieving the impossible?
If that’s what it is, then by defi nition, I
don’t think I’ve ever been truly inspired.
But that’s not really true. In the past
21 years of my life, I’ve stumbled upon
inspiring moments and people countless
times. Most of these moments happened
in school, or college.
“As cliche as it sounds, I’m trying to not
teach; instead, I’m trying to make you
guys think,” said Maryanne Dersch, my
advanced placement U.S. history teacher.
Dersch was the fi rst teacher I ever felt
a real connection with that extended
miles beyond the typical teacher-student
relationship.
She was always more interested in different approaches when trying to get us

to learn new information.
From convoluted puzzles
uzzles to remember
remembering the names of
all 43 presidents to
making us watch
movies like “Forrest
Gump” and pausing every 30 minutes to tell us a fun fact
about it, she had a very John Keating
approach to teaching.
Dersch was intense, funny and not afraid
to tell it like it is.
She didn’t have a syllabus so she didn’t
have a system. She was basically every

I looked back at her, unamused, and she
said, “There’s no way in hell I’m going to
allow you drop this class; you’re just going to have to work twice as hard.”
I did, and so did she. We met before
and after class and I would have
questions for her that even an
eighth-grader would have
answers for.
She never flinched once,
not even when I thought
the War of 1812 involved the
Middle East.
Instead, she would dive into
every detail of U.S. history that I
needed to know. I ended up acing the
class and passing the advanced placement test.
Some might say it was goddamn miracle.
Dersch made me believe I could do
anything if I was willing to work harder
than the average person.
In college, I made a similar connection
with a my creative writing professor,
Bernice Chauly. She was–forgive me for
my plain vocabulary, but there’s really no
other way to describe her–cool.
Chauly is an incredibly talented writer
type-A student’s worst nightmare.
and poet with the
he most nonchalant
I had never taken a U.S. history course personality. Shee spoke to
prior to enrolling in the class. When
her students as if they
I realized what a poor decision I had
were her friendss so
made and was struck with panic, I went critiques were given
looking for her to tell her I was dropping just as harshly.
the class.
Most imporI remember how she looked me dead in tantly, she loved
the eye and said, “You’re totally overreher (my) counacting,” and then let out a laugh.
try—Malaysia. All of
Here I was, engulfed in panic with tears her students, including me, adored her.
in my eyes and she felt it was appropriate
I remember our conversations over
to laugh?
cigarettes in the small corner of our uni-

“

These teachers
The
might seem like
ordinary people to
some, but I’ve picked
up parts of them that
inspire me to be a
certain way.

”

versity that allowed smoking. She would
tell me tales of olden day Malaysia and
how it used to be before religious fanatics
and corrupt men took over.
She emphasized the importance of appreciating art in Malaysia. She exposed
me to the underground cracks of
my country that gave way to a
liberal, talented and chancy
yet exciting scene.
Despite the fact that she
received her degree abroad,
she merged her experiences
together and never lost her sense
of culture.
The culture she spoke of was a mashup
of ideas that integrated—as do all things
in this fluid and versatile world—into a
graceful and contagious liveliness.
I can attest that the reason I fell in love
with my country by looking past my
detest for its government’s decadence is
because of Chauly.
These teachers might seem like ordinary people to some, but I’ve picked up
parts of them that inspire me to be a
certain way. It’s an unconventional form
of inspiration that has a bigger impact.
Yes, I could watch TED Talks all day
and feel the rush to do something substantial, but that kind of rush only lasts
as long as the videos.
Teachers and educators project so much
of their positivity onto us, mostly subtly.
It becomes part of who you are.
In the end, it’s the essence of what education is, the art of drawing inspiration
from the little things.
Vasuki Rao is the Spartan Daily
arts & entertainment editor.
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Altered states of mind

How drug use can
have positive effects
on creativity
By Adolfo Oseguera
@aosogordo

Imagine being able to get in touch with
your creative side, the side that allows you
to see everything with beauty—to innovate, invent and create things you thought
could only exist in your mind, things that
seem too crazy to create because of your
state of mind.
I’m not saying that you need to be under
the influence to be creative, but drugs
have helped people in the past to create
things that have made them well known
across the world.
Steve Jobs admitted to using LSD and
marijuana and said it was one of his best
experiences.
“The best way I would describe the effect
of the marijuana and the hashish is that
it would make me relaxed and creative,”
Jobs said while being interviewed in 1988
to work with Pixar.
According to an article written by Yoni
Heisler for Network World, the drug
allowed Jobs to clear out his mind and
ultimately lead him with great ideas prior
to starting Apple. It allowed him to think
differently and claimed that LSD was a big
inspiration for his success.
“I have no words to explain the effect
the LSD had on me, although, I can say
it was a positive life-changing experience
for me and I am glad I went through that
experience,” Jobs said during the same
Pixar interview.
Although drugs have led to some
people’s success, there has been countless
deaths because people take too much.
Artist Bryan Lewis Saunders took on
the challenge of creating a self-portrait of
himself under the influence of different
kind of drugs everyday. According to his
website he began this journey in 1995.
“All day every day, images and feelings
of the world come into me and it’s inescapable,” Saunders said in an interview

for Wired magazine. “I looked for other
experiences that might profoundly affect
my perception of self.”
In an interview for Fast Company Magazine’s article, “This is your face on drugs:
An artist explores creativity under the
influence,” Saunders said that he stopped
doing portraits under the influence after
m because he began to realize
50 of them
that drugs made him look ugly.
“Within weeks I became lethargic and
suffered mild brain damage that fortun’t irreparable,” Saunders said
nately wasn’t
on his official website. “I am still conis experiment but over greater
ducting this
ime and I only take drugs that
lapses of time
o me.”
are given to
Scientist have done multiple tests on
drugs and their effect on people’s creativity.
ientific journal, “The CreativIn the scientifi
mb: Research on the Effects
ity of Crumb:
delic Drugs on the Comic Art
of Psychedelic
of Robert Crumb,” Matthew T. Jones, a
professor at County College of Morris,
states that when someone is under the
influence of LSD they, “lose cognitive
and social structures through augmented
n; perhaps as a result, permitting
perception;
(them) to let go of any fi xed idea.”
me scientific journal Jones said
In the same
people basee their actions and decisions
based on our previous experiences or
things we see, and when someone is under the infl
uence they lose that bad habit
fluence
and allowss the mind to think freely which
leads to creativity.
eativity.
“Instead of changing the user into
somethingg other than himself, drugs like
LSD were now thought to reveal
a ‘true’ inner
ner self
that supposedly
sedly
lay buried
behind a
lifetime of
social and
psychological
ical
programming:
ming:
LSD became
me
the ‘acid’ to
o
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bum this patina off,” said Jos ten Berge
in his article “Jekyll and Hyde revisited:
Paradoxes in the appreciation of drug
experiences and their effects on creativity.”
Speaking from experience, drugs do
make you happy. They create this world
in which you see everything in vibrant
colors all around you. Your mind is open
to things you never really get to see while
you are sober.
This happiness experienced during the
time you are under the influence could
possibly lead to
some creative
ideas.

Regardless of tests showing no increase of
creativity under the influence, successful
people have said and proven otherwise.
Drugs help you see the world with a
different set of eyes and with a different
mind which leads you to see something
new to show to the world. It leads you to
create art to show the world.
Adolfo Oseguera is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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The pursuit of an American dream

Jovanni Arroyo-Camberos | Spartan Daily
Spartan midfielder Jonathan Colunga takes the ball down the field in a
home match against the University of Missouri, Kansas City on Oct. 23 at
the Spartan Soccer field.
By Jovanni Arroyo-Camberos
@Jovanniarroyo10

It’s not every day a teenager is forced to
cross the Mexican border with only the
clothes on his back and a visa in his pocket
to pursue a dream of becoming a professional soccer player.
However, for Jonathan Colunga his goal
of becoming a professional soccer player
meant he needed to come to the United
States at 17 years old.
Colunga, a midfielder on the San Jose
State University men’s soccer team, was
born on Oct. 24, 1992 in Leon, Mexico
and he came to the U.S. without his family.
He is the oldest in his family and has two
younger brothers.
“I grew up in Mexico and when I was 17, I
left everything and moved to the U.S. to live
the so-called American dream,” Colunga
said. “ This made me mature a lot and it has
certainly affected me because I learned to
grow up and be self-reliable.”
Colunga crossed the border to the U.S.
on his own in 2010 and from there his
life changed.
“I only had a visa for three months and I
was thinking, if I want to go this is my only
chance,” Colunga said. “I sat down with my
mom and I told her that I felt like going and
she told me if you want to go then just go, so
I left my parents, friends, girlfriend at that
time—everything.”
Colunga quickly left everything and didn’t

get a chance to say goodbye to everyone.
“It was so quick I got on a plane to Tijuana and my uncle picked me up and
I just crossed the border with my visa,”
Colunga said.
Colunga said he keeps contact with his
family once a week every weekend by phone
or over Facebook.
Soccer has always been a part of Colunga’s life. He began playing when he was
five years old for a local team in his town
in Mexico.
“Soccer is like a religion, everyone does
it,” Colunga said. “ My uncle and my dad
introduced me to it. My dad was very good
so people expected me to be good as well.”
When Colunga came to the U.S. he lived
with his high school coach while he played
for Lindsay High School in the small central valley city of Lindsay.
There, Colunga won a regional championship with Lindsay for the two years he
was there.
After Colunga graduated from high
school, his next step toward his soccer career did not lead directly to San Jose State
but instead it led him on a different path.
After high school, Colunga participated in
a college showcase camp, which displayed
the talents of the area. College recruits from
various universities were there watching
and recruiting players.
Although Colunga was offered to play for
various universities, he wanted to go his
own route and chose to apply to Fresno Pa-

cific University and UCLA.
But after both universities turned him
down, Colunga took the initiative and did
not let the setback effect him from living
out his dream.
He began his studies at CS Bakersfield and
became a walk-on freshman for the men’s
soccer team.
Colunga said it was very important to
make the team because all he wanted to do
was play college soccer.
“It was a big deal to be a part of the roster,”
Colunga said. “ It was hard at the beginning
because the coaches didn’t give me a lot
of minutes which frustrated me and made me
almost quit.”
Colunga said times
were tough at the beginning of his career but
pushed forward until he
finally got his chance to
demonstrate all of the
hard work from countless hours of training when he stepped onto the field for the
first time as a college athlete.
“I was very nervous, my legs were shaking
a little bit,” Colunga said. “ I wanted to have
the ball but I didn’t want to mess up.”
After one season with CS Bakersfield, Colunga decided to come to San Jose State after
former CS Bakersfield head coach Simon
Tobin decided to accept the head coaching
position at SJSU.
“I recruited him to Cal State Bakersfield
and he was there with me for his freshman
year,” Tobin said. “He found it hard at the
beginning as all freshmen do at Division I,
but I could see that he had a talent to become one of the better players in Division I
I’d coached.”
Colunga was the only player Tobin
brought from the original roster he had at
Bakersfield. Colunga was offered a full-ride
scholarship to play for the Spartans, and he
is finishing his third year with Tobin as his
coach.
“Over the three years he’s grown obviously to become a mature player rather than
a kid that was struggling to get on the bus
on the travel team at the beginning,” Tobin
said. “I was blessed with a very good team at

that time but it was good for him as a freshman, he played amongst some of the better
players in the country.”
Colunga hopes to become a professional
soccer player and wants to bring his family
to the U.S. with the help of his career.
“I think the realization after his first year
was that he has the possibility of playing
soccer at the next level, which every kid
wants to but in reality not many can,” Tobin said. “So he has definitely gone to that
level now to where he will play after but the
one question we have is at what level will he
compete at.”
Colunga said his goal
is to graduate from SJSU
with a degree in Spanish
and either pursue a career
in professional soccer or in
teaching.
“There are some scouts
right now looking at me to
play here in the U.S. professionally,” Colunga said. “ I currently have
San Jose Earthquakes looking at me and
also Portland Timbers and Kansas City.”
Through his first season with the Spartans in 2014, Colunga was named AllConference second team for the Western
Athletic Conference.
Tobin said the first thing you see in Colunga as a player is his technical ability with
the ball as well as his capacity to use his vision to know what to do with the ball.
“He is a great model for kids in the same
situation he is in,” Tobin said. “He does well
and he takes care of business in the classroom. Like I said, he is a smart guy and if
I’m bringing out a first generation kid as a
recruit he is a great kid to say ‘This is what
I’ve achieved at college and hopefully you
can do the same.’”
Life wasn’t easy when Colunga began his
journey to the U.S. five years ago, but he is
now on track for his own American dream
and the only person who can stop him now
is himself.
Jovanni Arroyo-Camberos is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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No mountain high enough
By Jovanni Arroyo-Camberos
& Adolfo Oseguera
@Jovanniarroyo10
@aosogordo

Imagine climbing seven of the highest volcanoes in the world within seven years, all to
raise funds for clean water projects. That is
what it’s like to be in Pine Watt’s shoes.
At some point in life every individual must
follow a path, whether it be to get a well-paying job or follow their passion with a lower
pay. For Watt, his path led to graduating
from San Jose State University with an international business degree, and developing an
interest in mountain climbing.
Watt was born into a family of cowboys in
Coalinga, CA, on Jan. 19, 1992.
“I come from a travelling family,” Watt
said. “My family loves to travel and so it
started young with my parents, so we would
always go on family vacations.”
Watt chose to attend SJSU to major in international business. He always wanted to
do something with business and his family
guided him to earn his degree, which eventually led him to what he does today.
“My dad would go to another country
and teach them how to cowboy there, and
with the money he made from the class he
would use it to bring us along,” Watt said.
“And we would go vacation for a couple of
weeks after that.”
Students are faced with the challenge of
choosing a job that pays well or deviating
from that plan to follow their passion.
“Coming out of San Jose State, there is always this battle between choosing a job that
will pay the best or do I step out and pursue something that might not pay as much,”
Watt said. “But I’m really passionate about
what I do, so there is that balance of work life
and passion.”
Watt grew to love travelling around the
world, which inspired him to begin his
project.
“I like exploring wild areas, I used to work
as a fishing guide in Alaska so that sparked
my love for the outdoors and it was a natural
progression from there,” Watt said.

After building water wells in the Congo
and India, Watt created The Stay Restless
Project in order to raise funds for clean water projects.
“Initially it started as a one off,” Watt said.
“I climbed Mount Kilimanjaro in Africa, I
really enjoyed that it was a wonderful experience for myself.”
He climbed Mount Kilimanjaro to raise
awareness about the clean water crisis in Africa and asked people to donate to the Charity: Water nonprofit, which brings clean and
safe water to developing countries.
“When I graduated last Spring I discovered the Seven Summits challenge
which is a challenge that mountaineers
do which is to climb the highest mountain on every continent.”
Although Watt is challenging himself to
climb the tallest mountains in the world, he
is afraid of heights.
Watt said the thing that makes him conquer and continue climbing mountains regardless of his fear of heights is the support
he receives from his family and friends.
He puts himself through intense training
in order for his body and mind to be ready
to climb a volcano in a high altitude. This
process includes running long distances
and doing high-intensity training which had
him doing intervals of sprinting and resting.
“The biggest battle I fi nd climbing the
mountains is the mental will to continue,” Watt said. “You will be exhausted
climbing that mountain and it is just the
mental will power to take that next step
and continue going.”
Watt understood all the time and work he
had to put into creating the project and was
up for the challenge.
“I knew that I wanted to do more than personally challenge myself, I really enjoy that
aspect but I wanted to help others,” Watt
said. “And again I partnered with Charity: Water but this time I’m designing travel
goods based on the idea of adventure.”
Watt also took up photography a year ago
after becoming inspired by other photographers on Instagram.
“I know I have been inspired by a lot of

Photo courtesy of Pine Watt
San Jose State alumni Pine Watt at Mammoth Lakes in California
working for his Stay Restless Project to earn funds toward building water
wells for Clean Water.
photographers and I enjoy that aspect…and
I wanted to share my experiences with others,” Watt said.
While he was in Africa, he worked as a safari guide to help pay for his trip and climb
up Mount Kilimanjaro.
“I worked as an assistant safari guide in
Africa with a photojournalist,” Watt said. “I
would work with clients and I would be under what’s called a professional guide and I
would just be there to document the trip.”
Watt said on some days, he would walk 20
miles and would wake up the next day and
do it again.
Traveling became a love for Watt and his
passion grew as he continued to explore and
travel to places he never knew he would go.
“The more you explore that area the more
you get a deeper understanding of the animals and that area,” Watt said.

height of volcanoes
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Watt said the growing support he receives
from people is the key force that inspires him
to continue traveling and bringing awareness to the world.
“The support that I have received from a
lot of people, with just sending me messages
about how they enjoy reading about the story
and how it inspired them in their own lives
to pursue something that scares them inspires me to continue going,” Watt said. “I’ll
be honest I have no idea how I will climb all
seven of these volcanoes, but I know I have
the passion to do it and so I think that it’s a
big thing.”
Watt’s next challenge will begin in Mexico to climb Pico de Orizaba. After that
he will make his way to Chile to climb
Ojos del Salado. Although Watt said it is
a tough task to climb all seven mountains,
he is up for the task.
“I focus when I am on the mountain,” Watt
said. “I pick a rock twenty feet up the hill and
I just try to walk to there. Then I pick the
next rock and I walk to that rock and I just
keep going from there...and next thing you
know you are there.”

19,341ft

Jovanni Arroyo-Camberos
and Adolfo Oseguera are
Spartan Daily staff writers.
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CHANGE THE WORLD FROM HERE

Athletes find motivation from fans
By Dakotah Zabroski
@Dakotah Zabroski

When playing a game on the road athletes often hear
boos and jeers that can mess with a player’s mentality,
but playing at home is a completely different feeling.
Loyal fans dressed in the home team’s colors screaming
for their team to win can pump up athletes and make
them perform to their full potential and beyond.
Playing in front of a crowd where everyone is rooting
for the same cause has nothing but positive effects on
athletes and teams.
The 2012 book, “Scorecasting,” by Tobias Moskowitz
and Jon Wertheim deduces NFL teams have a 57.3 percent home-field advantage, a portion of which is attributed to swayed officiating.
According to the study, “Refs might let the home
crowd’s vigor impact their flag throwing, basically as a
crowd-pleasing mechanism.”
The home-field advantage phenomenon has many examples in all levels of sports, whether it be college, pro
or on the national level.
In the NBA last year, each team posted a home record
that was better or equal to their away record.
The Golden State Warriors notably dominated the
league last year, but it was the team’s home record that
was most astonishing. The Warriors played 41 games at
home last year, 39 of which were won at Oracle Arena.
The Warrior fan base has been known to cheer on its team

so loudly that the court’s nickname is “Roaracle Arena.”
“So thank you, guys, for the support every single
night, for having the best home court advantage. We’re
going to need you tomorrow night as well to bring that
spirit,” said Warriors player Stephen Curry during a
2015 NBA Finals interview. “We love playing for you
guys and we want to make you guys proud by bringing
home a championship.”
The numbers speak for themselves, especially in sports
at San Jose State. The men’s soccer team has an abysmal
record of 2-8 on the road yet 4-2-2 at home.
Th is trend continues across almost all sports regardless
of the gender. The football team has only won one game
on the road but post a winning 3-2 at home.
Athletes are inspired by their home crowds because
they never want to let their fans down.
“The crowd has your back. You’re not just playing for
your team, you’re playing for the people that are watching you play. It feels good when you make a shot and
people are screaming your name, giving you more motivation. When you need that one stop on defense and
the crowd is shouting, ‘defense,’ it’s nice to know to have
that support and the people having your back,” said
Spartans guard Princeton Onwas. “The fans that are
here, they just love us, and they will be here and support
us. It always gives you the edges and the additional push
if you’re at home and scoring. People cheer for you.”
SJSU judo star Marti Malloy recalls when she had matches hosted in Miami and having the American crowd always
see HOME FIELD on page 13
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Spartans’ Coaching Cohesiveness
By Matthew Dziak
@bigmattitude

The San Jose State Spartan football program has a legacy larger than Fresno State,
San Diego State and UCLA, dating back
122 years to 1893.
The current coaching staff has developed
continuity over the past two decades.
In his third season as the Spartans head
coach, Ron Caragher, brought a couple of
familiar faces to his staff. He brought in
Greg Robinson for defensive coordinator
and Al Borges for offensive coordinator.
“There is a history there and I know what
type of men they are on and off the field,”
Caragher said. “They are teachers of the
fundamentals and having them on our
staff is very nice to have.”
Caragher’s relationship with Robinson
goes back to 1985. He caught Robinson’s
(UCLA’s offensive coordinator at that
time) attention while he was attending
Bellarmine College Preparatory.
“Unfortunately he had to play behind a
pretty good quarterback named Troy Aikman,” Robinson said. “Ron ran the scout
team in practice and he owned that as his
time.”
Kavin Mistry | Spartan Daily
Robinson, who won two Super Bowls as
the defensive coordinator for the Denver SJSU’s football’s head coach Ron Caragher leads his team onto the field
Broncos, has been the Spartans defensive during the Spartans matchup against the BYU Coagars at Spartan Stacoordinator for the past two seasons.
dium.
“I always had respect for Greg, how he
went about the recruiting process and the
“He (Caragher) has developed over the
“A coaching staff is much like a team
core values he has,” Caragher said. “To be years as a coach and you learn how to because you work together as a cohesive
able to bring him on board on my staff manage the team better and gain wis- unit,” Caragher said. “It builds upon the
means a lot to me.”
dom as you do it more,” Borges said. “I’ve foundation and strengthens the pillars to
Furthering the staff connection, Borges worked for a lot of good coaches and Ron have staff camaraderie.”
was the UCLA offensive coordinator when does as good job as anyone at keeping an
After his playing career ended at UCLA,
Caragher began as a graduate assistant even keel, win or lose.”
Caragher began his coaching career as a
and he eventually ascended to the wide rePrior to SJSU, Caragher won three Pio- graduate assistant under head coach Terry
ceivers coach at UCLA.
neer Football League championships as Donahue.
“Having coach Borges on our staff and the head coach at the University of San
“Coach Donahue, my college coach at
what he brings to our program and our of- Diego.
UCLA, was very inspirational to me,”
fense—his experience is invaluable,” CaraHe brought running backs coach An- Caragher said. “He was a great family man
gher said.
drew Rolin from USD, who has helped who was able to be a Division I head footThis season the Spartans have made great guide Tyler Ervin as the Mountain West ball coach and be a terrific person and set
leaps on offense, averaging 27.1 points per Conference’s leading rusher averaging a good example.”
game, an increase from 19.3 last season.
130.3 yards per game.
Though Donahue primed Caragher in

the early stages of his career, there was another UCLA coach that was instrumental
in his decision to pursue coaching.
“At UCLA I used to take the shortcut
through Pauley Pavilion and I would see
all the banners; 10 over a 12 year period
and I asked myself how does someone create such a dynasty here?” Caragher said.
An icon at UCLA, John Wooden, was
the head basketball coach at UCLA for
27 seasons resulting in a NCAA record of
10 men’s Division I basketball championships.
“I took to reading about coach Wooden
and he is a man of high character,” Caragher said. “He never talked about winning, he talked about the process of making good decisions, doing things the right
way, teamwork and camaraderie.”
Ervin leads the Mountain West Conference with 130.7 rushing yards per game
and has flourished under Caragher’s system.
“Coach does a great job putting us into
the right situations to make plays,” Ervin
said.
Coaching in his hometown, Caragher
has the Spartans battling to finish the season at .500 and potentially a postseason
bowl bid for the first time since 2012.
“It’s a journey and the coaches I met on
my path, including coach Donahue, Robinson and Borges further inspired me to
stay in this game and pursue coaching,”
Caragher said. “And I am very thankful to
have those men of character in my life.”
Matthew Dziak is a
Spartan Daily
staff writer.

Congratulations!
2015-2016
A.S. Scholarship Awardees

Kavin Mistry | Spartan Daily
A group in the SJSU crowd cheers on the Spartans at Spartan Stadium
during the rivalry game against Freno State in hopes of giving their team
an extra motivational boost.

HOME FIELD
from page 12
root for her. She said in order to overcome
obstacles, you have to give it your all and
rise to the occasion.
Malloy said she constantly saw local
players win tournaments even when she
was abroad.
“The crazy thing is, wherever the tournament is, so if it’s in France, the French players do really well. If it’s in Uzbekistan then
the Uzbekistanis do well,” Malloy said.
“So in my experience, whatever country is
hosting the event, the home team players
always perform.”
But home-field advantage is not just

about the game and location. There other
intangibles that contribute to a hometeam victory.
“There is a comfort level when you’re playing at home,” said Spartan basketball coach
Dave Wojcik. “You’re sleeping in your own
bed at night, which is advantageous.”
As the saying goes, home is where the
heart is, but it is the hearts of the fans that
drive athletes to greater lengths.
Dakotah Zabroski is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

A.S. Advocacy
Award

A.S. Global
Scholar Award

Tahereh Behtaji
Pamela Campos
Vanessa Castro
Fatema Elbakoury
Carolann Espino
Daniel Fenstermacher
Ana Gonzalez
Mary Okin
Jessica Thompson
Ian Webb-Harding

Swarali Bhat
Sabrina Hodge
Chelsea Jenner
Alberto Juarez
Asahi Matsubara
Bryan Nguyen
Monique Radziuk
Erik Ugalde

A.S. Environmental
Champion Award

Beatriz Barajas
Maria Chavez
Rachel Christensen
Valeria Flores-Rivero
Karen Gonzalez
Shelby Guerrero
Christine Kandcer
Elda Meza
Barbara Purmort
Nancy Ramirez
Karmann Robbins
Claudia Saavedra
Eulises Valdovinos
Geraldine Vasquez
Jose Ivan
Zamora- Melgoza

Jasmine Flores
Shafik Huffman-Hasbun
Keshav Narula

A.S. Legacy Award
Peter Lee
Satwinder Bassanpal
John Cutler
Imran Khan
Mikhail Krasner
Peter Lee
Alexa Ramil
Danielle Samuel
Lisa Soohoo
Chih Ching Wu

A.S. First-Generation
Student Scholarship

Salzburg Scholarship
Aditya Mairal
Chi-Sui Tsai

St. Saffold
Leadership
Scholarship
Harmik Aghakhani
Victor Ahumada
Karina Barragan
Greg Beverlin
Lorinda Blake
Awele Chima
Jennifer Chiu
Kihyuck Choi
Charlotte Deloche
Jade Dozier
Wasifyar Farooq
Gina Guglielmoni
Adrianna Hamzelue
Rosa Harrison
Carly Hudson
Theresa Kavanagh
Ji Kim
Fiona Lam
Matthew Layten
Mark Lieberman
Andrea Lopez
Faauuga MoligaPuletasi
Yessenia MoralesSanchez
Thao Vy Nguyen
Gabriel Oliveira
Jessica Ornelas
Ricardo Paz
Farzad Taheripour
Hamedani
Eri Takami
Kristina Van
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“Dave's an inspiration.
Ironically enough he sees everything in a
positive light. It's refreshing. I never hear
him complain and he's brutally honest.”
Javier Cabrales,
Cabrales, Blind
Blind man
man fi
finds
nds beauty
beauty in
in life
life
–– Javier

“We must all
strive to work
in an
environment
that

empowers
our

human
potential
rather than
deplete it.”

“Procrastination
may be an epidemic,
but I don’t think it
holds us back from
being who we are or
living up to our
fullest potential.”
– Hailee Miguel,
Procrastination has
hidden benefits

– Mitra Rokni,
Teachers teach in
spite of tough times

Draw what inspires you and tweet it to @SpartanDaily using the hashtag #InspirationDaily

SEE VIDEOS ONLINE

YouTube.com/SpartanDailyYT

